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We study the classical and quantum properties of a degenerate optical parametric oscillator (DOPO) tuned to
the first family of transverse modes at the down-converted frequency, under the injection of a resonant TEM10
mode. Unlike the usual single-mode DOPO with injected signal, large levels of squeezing are predicted even
for relatively large injections. We interpret these results in connection with the spontaneous symmetry breaking
predicted for this system in the absence of injection and with the existence of a bifurcation giving rise to the
switching on of the (noninjected) TEM01 mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are among the best
sources of squeezed [1–4], correlated [5], and entangled [6]
states of light in the so-called continuous-variable regime
[7,8], which find applications in demanding areas such as
high-precision metrology [9–11] or quantum information
[12–14]. Especially relevant are frequency-degenerate OPOs
(or DOPOs): In a DOPO a coherent light beam of frequency
2ω0 pumps the resonator and is down-converted, through a
nonlinear χ (2) crystal placed inside the cavity, into another
light beam at the subharmonic frequency ω0 , called signal
beam.
It has been recently shown that the remarkable quantum
properties of DOPOs are improved when multimode operation
is considered: Both multilongitudinal modes DOPOs [15,16]
and multitransverse modes DOPOs [17–20] exhibit more
flexible and less critical quantum properties than the usual
single-mode DOPO.
In this article we focus on a two-transverse-mode DOPO
(2DOPO), which has been shown recently to exhibit quite
interesting quantum properties [21,22]. A 2DOPO is pumped,
as usual, by a Gaussian beam, but the cavity is tuned in such
a way that, at the subharmonic frequency ω0 , it is not the
fundamental (Gaussian) beam that resonates, but the modes
belonging to the first transverse-mode family. Such family is
composed of two Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams whose phase
varies according to e±iφ , φ being the azimuth in the cavity
transverse plane. Hence, these LG modes have well-defined
orbital angular momentum (OAM) equal to ±h̄, as they
are eigenmodes of the OAM operator Lφ = −ih̄∂φ . As the
interaction is parametric (the nonlinear crystal serves as a host,
not gaining any net energy or momentum), energy and OAM
conservation imply that any down-converted pump photon
(having zero OAM and energy 2h̄ω0 ) will give rise to two
signal photons of equal energy h̄ω0 and opposite OAM. Hence,
the 2DOPO is then a source of highly correlated photons
carrying definite OAM [18]. A related phenomenon (the
hyperentanglement between OAM and polarization degrees of
freedom) has been predicted in (nondegenerate) OPOs tuned
at transverse-mode families [23].
Hence, at the classical level, a 2DOPO above threshold
emits an equally weighted linear superposition of the two LG
modes, what is equivalent to the emission of a bright Hermite1050-2947/2011/83(4)/043812(10)

Gauss (HG)—or TEM10 —mode [21,22]. The orientation of
such TEM10 mode on the cavity transverse plane is not
fixed, however, by the interaction, reflecting the rotational
invariance of the system. It is this fact that is responsible
for the outstanding properties of the 2DOPO: Quantum noise
makes undetermined the emitted mode orientation, which
allows for the complete determination (perfect squeezing)
of its canonically conjugated momentum, which is the phase
quadrature of the (dark) mode spatially crossed with respect
to the bright one [22]. We can reword this in the following
way: Above threshold a pattern is emitted that spontaneously
breaks the rotational invariance of the system; quantum noise
tends to restore this lost symmetry by making the pattern
orientation fluctuate and become, in the long term, completely
uncertain; finally, and allowed by Heisenberg’s relation, a full
certainty (perfect squeezing) of an observable is produced. As
this mechanism (spontaneous symmetry breaking) occurs at
any pump level above threshold, it is expected (and predicted
[21,22]) that this quantum property is independent of that level,
unlike usual single-mode DOPO squeezing that is (ideally)
perfect only at DOPO threshold [24–27]. We note that similar
behaviors happen in other nonlinear optical cavities in which a
continuous symmetry is spontaneously broken above threshold
[28–32]. Experimental evidence of such remarkable quantum
properties have been recently reported [18–20].
The uncertainty in the orientation of the TEM10 mode
emitted by a 2DOPO is inconvenient from the experimental
viewpoint, as the local oscillator (LO) needed to perform the
homodyning used to detect the quadrature squeezing must
be matched to the emitted field. It is obvious, because of
the quantum nature of the uncertainty, that by no means can
any LO be matched to follow (instantaneously) the random
rotation of the emitted field, and the deleterious effects of
keeping the LO fixed during the detection process have been
studied in [22]. Hence, some means of fixing this orientation
is called for. Moreover, an injected signal at the subharmonic
frequency is customarily used in experiments for stabilization
and locking purposes. As the 2DOPO we are considering emits
a HG (TEM10 ) mode with arbitrary orientation in the absence
of injection, we choose to inject a resonant TEM10 mode
with fixed orientation and denote by 2DOPO-IS this injected
2DOPO. This injection breaks the rotational invariance of the
system, and hence a degradation of the squeezing level is
expected. The goal of this article is then to determine the
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impact of the signal injection on the quantum properties of the
2DOPO.
Previously, we have considered the effect of imposing
a symmetry breaking in a 2DOPO by using a simple toy
model [21]: By assuming that the system has different cavity
losses for the bright and dark modes, their orientation on the
transverse plane is fixed and the problem of matching the
dark mode with the LO is automatically resolved. In [21] we
made such an estimate and concluded that the phenomenon is
quite robust (the squeezing level was noncritical and still quite
large). As well we have extended this simplified approach to
the effect of an astigmatic resonator, which is a more realistic
case [33].
As we show below, the 2DOPO-IS exhibits large levels of
squeezing, larger than those exhibited by the usual single-mode
DOPO with injected signal (1DOPO-IS), a result that is
connected with the squeezing due to the spontaneous breaking
of the rotational symmetry that exists in the absence of
injection, but also to the existence of a new bifurcation in
the system. This is the problem we treat in detail in the
present article. Our work is closely related to that of Protsenko
et al. [34], who considered a 1DOPO-IS (see also [35,36]).
Indeed, our model contains, as a limit, the model studied
in [34], but we shall see that the existence of a second signal
mode substantially modifies the properties of the system.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we present the model for the 2DOPO-IS, analyze its classical
solutions and study their stability in Sec. III, and address the
squeezing properties of the system in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V
we give our main conclusions.

µ = x,y, which are usually called TEM10 and TEM01 modes.
In (3) x and y are two arbitrary, orthogonal directions on the
transverse plane; r = (x,y). The relation between LG and HG
modes is given by
√
Hx (r) = [L+1 (r) + L−1 (r)]/ 2,
(4a)
√
Hy (r) = −i[L+1 (r) − L−1 (r)]/ 2.
(4b)
The HG basis is better adapted to our purposes here because,
as stated in the Introduction, one of these modes is injected
into the cavity at the signal frequency, and we choose it to be
Hx (r) for definiteness and without loss of generality.
At the resonator waist plane (where the nonlinear χ (2)
crystal is assumed to be placed), the interaction picture electric
field can be written as Ê(r,t) = Êp (r,t) + Ês (r,t), where
Êp (r,t) = iFp Âp (r,t)e−2iω0 t + H.c.,

Ês (r,t) = iFs Âs (r,t)e
+ H.c.,
(5b)
√
√
where Fp = 2Fs = 2h̄ω0 /ε0 nL, n is the refractive index
of the nonlinear crystal, and H.c. stands for Hermitian
conjugate. The slowly varying envelopes are written as
Âp (r,t) = â0 (t)G(r),

(6a)

Âs (r,t) = âx (t)Hx (r) + ây (t)Hy (r).

(6b)

Alternatively, the signal field envelope can be expressed in the
LG basis (2) [22] as
Âs (r,t) = â+1 (t)L+1 (r) + â−1 (t)L−1 (r),

(7)

√
â±1 = (âx ∓ i ây )/ 2,

(8)

with

II. MODEL

We consider an optical cavity of length L consisting of
spherical mirrors, and containing a thin χ (2) crystal. We assume
that collinear, frequency-degenerate type-I phase matching
occurs at the frequencies 2ω0 (pump) and ω0 (signal). The
cavity is pumped by a coherent field of frequency 2ω0 that
is assumed to be matched to a fundamental cavity Gaussian
mode, whose shape at the cavity waist plane reads

 

(1)
G(r) = 2/π wp−1 exp − r 2 wp2 ,
with r the transverse position vector and wp the mode’s radius
[22]. Through a down-conversion process, light at frequency
ω0 is generated inside the cavity. In order to maximize the
process a cavity resonance must exist at ω0 . We assume that
the resonant mode at that frequency is not a fundamental
Gaussian mode as usual, but the couple of modes forming
a first transverse-mode family. In previous studies we used the
LG basis,
 

√
L±1 (r) = (2/ π )ws−1 exp − r 2 ws2 (r/ws )e±iφ , (2)
where the expressions hold again at the cavity waist plane
and we used polar coordinates (r,φ); ws is the signal waist
radius [22]. This basis is useful as it allows a clear picture
of the interaction in terms of OAM conservation [17,21–23].
Alternatively, one can use the HG basis,

 

(3)
Hµ (r) = (2 2/π )ws−1 exp − r 2 ws2 (µ/ws ),

(5a)

−iω0 t

†

according to (II). All boson operators (âm ,âm ) verify standard,
equal time commutation relations.
The Hamiltonian of the 2DOPO-IS reads
†

Ĥ = ih̄[Ep â0 + Es âx† + χ a0 (âx†2 + ây†2 )/2] + H.c.,

(9)

where Ep and Es are proportional to the complex amplitudes of
the coherent, resonant beams at pump and signal frequencies,
respectively, injected into the cavity (see the Appendix), and χ
is proportional to the relevant nonlinear susceptibility (see [22]
for an expression of χ in terms of physical parameters). With
Es = 0 Hamiltonian (9) describes a free-running 2DOPO and
coincides with that considered previously by us [21,22] once
relations (8) are used.
The problem is cast now in terms of the so-called positive
†
P representation [37], in which boson operators (âm ,âm ) are
exactly mapped onto independent complex stochastic variables
+
(αm ,αm
). Through the use of well-known techniques [37–39]
a set of Langevin equations can be derived that governs the
evolution of the α’s. In our case we can use a short cut, leading
to the same result: By borrowing Eqs. (10) from [22], using (8),
and incorporating the signal injection similarly to the pump
injection, the Langevin equations read [40]


α̇0 = Ep − γp α0 − χ αx2 + αy2 /2,
(10a)
√
+
α̇x = Es − γs αx + χ α0 αx + χ α0 ηx (t),
(10b)
√
+
α̇y = −γs αy + χ α0 αy + χ α0 ηy (t),
(10c)
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+
plus the equations for αm
(m = 0,x,y), which are like those for
+
αm under the swapping αm ←→ αm
and complex-conjugating
complex quantities. Note that these equations incorporate
cavity losses (γp is the cavity damping rate for the pump mode
while γs is the common one to the signal fields: rotationally
symmetric cavity). The real noises ηm (t) are standard Gaussian
white noises, having zero mean and nonzero correlations

ηm (t)ηm (t  ) = δm,m δ(t − t  ).

(11)

In the following we take Ep as a positive real without loss of
generality (this sets the phase of the pump laser as the reference
phase), while Es can have a relative phase with respect to Ep .
In order to simplify the appearance of the above equations,
we introduce
χ
1
τ = γs t, βm = 
αm , ζm (τ ) = √ ηm (t), (12)
γs
γs γp /γm
where the new noises ζm (τ ) verify the usual statistical
properties (11) in terms of the new dimensionless time τ .
The Langevin equations read now


 
(13a)
β̇0 = κ σ − β0 − βx2 + βy2 /2 ,

(13b)
β̇x = εi − βx + β0 βx+ + g β0 ζx (τ ),

+
(13c)
β̇y = −βy + β0 βy + g β0 ζy (τ ),
plus the equations for βm+ . The derivative is with respect to
the new dimensionless time τ . The above equations have only
four free, dimensionless parameters,
γp
χ Ep
χ Es
χ
, εi = √
, κ= , g=√
.
σ =
γp γs
γs γp γs
γs
γp γs
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either with βy = 0 or with βy = 0, both having βx = 0. In
the first case the intracavity signal field is single-mode and
has the same shape as the injection; on the other hand, when
βy = 0 the intracavity field is in a coherent superposition of
both transverse modes. We refer to these two types of states as
the one-mode and two-mode solutions, respectively.
Steady states are obtained by setting to zero the time
derivatives in (15). On the other hand, the study of the
stability of such states against small perturbations is done
via a usual linear stability analysis: The stability matrix L,
whose elements are given by Lj k = ∂ β̇j /∂βk |β̄ (β̄ denotes
variables at steady state), has a set of eigenvalues {λi }6i=1 and
the studied solution is stable if all of them have a negative
real part. The point at which Re{λi } = 0 for some i marks a
so-called bifurcation, indicating an instability.
In the following we decompose the fields into modulus and
phase as


εi = Ii eiϕi , βm = Im eiϕm ,
(16)
when needed.
A. The one-mode solution

We look first for a solution in which the noninjected mode
Hy (r) is off (βy = 0). This solution was the one analyzed
in [34], and we refer to that work for the details. Using our
notation, the intensity Ix of mode Hx (r) verifies the implicit
relation
Ii =

(14)

These are, respectively, the normalized versions of the pump
amplitude, the injected field amplitude (that is why the
subscript “i”), the decay rate of the pumping field, and the
nonlinear coupling coefficient. Model (13) is the one we study.
In the absence of injection, εi = 0, model (13) describes a
free-running 2DOPO and is equivalent to the model studied
by us in [21,22]. In that case the 2DOPO threshold occurs at a
pumping level σ = 1, which is a relevant value in the injected
case as well, as we see in this paper.

β̇x = εi − βx + β0 βx∗ ,

(15b)

β̇y = −βy + β0 βy∗ .

(15c)

In this section we study the steady states of this classical
model, as well as their stability properties. Notice that by
setting βy = 0, Eqs. (15) become those for a 1DOPO-IS. Such
model (generalized by the presence of detunings) was studied
in [41] in the case of real εi and then extended to arbitrary
injection phases in [34].
A straightforward inspection of (15) leads to the conclusion
that for εi = 0 there are only two types of classical solutions,

(17)

where X = 1 + 12 Ix , which is a quintic polynomial in Ix , while
its phase is given by
eiϕx = ± 

σ e−iϕi + Xeiϕi
σ 2 + X2 + 2σ X cos 2ϕi

(18)

,

where the plus and minus signs correspond, respectively, to
cases X > σ and X < σ . Finally, the intracavity pump field is
given by
I0 = 14 Ix2 + σ 2 − σ Ix cos 2ϕx ,


ϕ0 = arg 2σ − Ix e2iϕx .

III. CLASSICAL STEADY STATES AND THEIR STABILITY

From the quantum Langevin equations (II) the classical
limit is recovered by neglecting the noise terms and by making
the identification βm+ → βm∗ (m = 0,x,y),
 


β̇0 = κ σ − β0 − βx2 + βy2 /2 ,
(15a)

2(σ 2 − X2 )2 (X − 1)
,
+ X2 + 2σ X cos 2ϕi

σ2

(19a)
(19b)

In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the intensity Ix on the
injected intensity Ii in the case ϕi = 0 (amplification regime)
for various values of the pumping level σ as indicated. For
σ < 1 (below the free-running 2DOPO threshold) the curve
is single-valued, while for σ > 1 the curve is multivalued for
small injection intensities. The location of the turning points
(marked as TP1 and TP2) existing for σ > 1 can be obtained
from Eq. (17) by solving ∂Ii /∂Ix = 0 (see [34] for more
details). One of them is analytical,
IxTP1 = 2(σ − 1),

(20)

which exists only if σ > 1, as expected. For Ix =
Ii = 0
as follows from (17), and then IxTP1 corresponds to the upper
turning points in Fig. 1. The intensity IxTP2 at the lower turning
points in Fig. 1 is given by a fourth-order polynomial, which
we do not present here as it gives no analytical information
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Intensity of the TEM10 mode for the “onemode” solution as a function of the injected field intensity Ii for
ϕi = 0 and the four indicated values of σ . Note that for σ > 1 the
solution is three-valued. We have indicated the turning points TP1
and TP2 for the case σ = 1.5.

and, moreover, because it plays no effective role in the system
behavior, as is shown below.
The final conclusion is simple: For σ < 1 Eq. (17) has a
single real and positive solution, while for σ > 1 the solution
is three-valued for small injection intensities.
As for the stability of the one-mode solution, the stability
matrix L turns out to be block-diagonal. One submatrix affects
only the subspace (βy ,βy∗ ) and then governs the possible
switching-on of mode Hy (r) (remember that in this one-mode
solution βy = 0), while the other affects the rest of variables
and is the same one considered in [34]. Accordingly, the
characteristic polynomial is factorized into two.
The first polynomial, quadratic in λ, governs the evolution
of perturbations of the variables (βy ,βy∗ ) as commented, and
gives the following two eigenvalues

λ1,2 = −1 ± I0 ,
(21)
with I0 given by Eq. (19a). Solving λ1 = 0 gives two solutions,
namely, Ix = IxTP1 [Eq. (20)], which occurs at Ii = 0, and

Ix = 2 1 + σ 2 + 2σ cos 2ϕi ≡ IxPB ,
(22)
which occurs at, using (17),

Ii = 4(1 + σ cos 2ϕi + 1 + 2σ cos 2ϕi + σ 2 ) ≡ IiPB . (23)
In a moment it will become clear why we denote by PB this
new bifurcation.
As shown in Fig. 2, the analyzed solution is stable (i.e.,
λ1 < 0) for IxTP1 < Ix < IxPB . For Ix > IxPB or Ix < IxTP1 , λ1 >
0 and the one-mode solution is unstable. For σ < 1 the turning
points TP1 and TP2 do not exist and the one-mode solution
is stable all along its unique branch until Ix = IxPB . On the
other hand, for σ > 1 the one-mode solution is stable only
in the portion of its upper branch (Fig. 1) going from the
turning point TP1 to the bifurcation PB; hence, the branches
lying below the turning point TP1 are unstable, including the
turning point TP2 as anticipated.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Steady states of the system on the plane
Ii ,I10 . Continuous and dashed lines correspond to stable and
unstable solutions, respectively. The black and blue lines correspond
to the “one-mode” and “two-modes” solutions, respectively. The
parameter values are σ = 3 and ϕi = 0, κ = 0.25 in (a) and ϕi = π/3,
κ = 1 in (b). Notice that for Ii = 0 the pitchfork bifurcation where
the TEM01 mode is switched on (marked as PB) is the only relevant
bifurcation. TP1 and TP2 denote the turning points (see Fig. 1) and
HB1 and HB2 denote two different Hopf bifurcations (which are
always preceded by the bifurcations occurring at points TP1 and PB;
see text).

Let us now understand the meaning of these two instabilities, having in mind that they affect the subspace corresponding
to the (noninjected) mode Hy (r), which is off. The existence
of an instability at the turning point TP1 is due to the
fact that its corresponding injection intensity is null, that is,
IiTP1 = 0 (Fig. 1). In the absence of injection the system is
rotationally symmetric in the transverse plane, and the 2DOPO
can generate equally both modes Hx (r) and Hy (r); hence, at
Ii = 0 the solution with βy = 0 is marginally unstable. On the
other hand, the instability at PB is of a different nature as for
injection intensities Ii > IiPB the one-mode solution is no more
stable. As this instability governs the growth of mode Hy (r)
we conclude that at PB a pitchfork bifurcation takes place,
giving rise to a new steady-state branch (the two-mode steady
state; see Sec. III B). This instability is analogous to the one
predicted in intracavity type-II second harmonic generation,
where the field orthogonal (in the polarization sense) to the
pumping one is generated at a pitchfork bifurcation [42–49].
We show in the remainder of the section that TP1 and PB are
the only relevant instabilities in the 2DOPO-IS.
As for the second polynomial, it is, as commented, the
one analyzed in [34]. We summarize next the results of that
analysis and refer to [34] for the details. In particular, when
σ > 1 an eigenvalue is null in correspondence with the turning
point TP2 in Fig. 1, as usual, but this point (as well as the
whole lower and intermediate branches) is already unstable,
as stated above. On the other hand, a pair of complex-conjugate
eigenvalues become purely imaginary (then with null real
part) at an intensity Ix = IxHB1 existing at any value of σ ,
thus signaling a so-called Hopf bifurcation. In the case σ > 1
the Hopf bifurcation is located on the upper branches in
Fig. 1. It is then relevant to ask if this bifurcation can play
a role in the 2DOPO-IS. The expression for IxHB1 is not
analytical in general; however, in the amplification regime
(ϕi = 0), IxHB1 = 2(κ + σ + 1) > 2(σ + 1) = IxPB [see (22)].
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As IxHB1 > IxPB1 , the Hopf bifurcation is always preceded by
the pitchfork bifurcation and then the former never comes into
play. [Note that IxHB1 → IxPB1 for κ → 0.] On the other hand, a
second Hopf bifurcation (HB2) exists in the case σ > 1, but it
is always located below the upper turning point TP1 in Fig. 1
[34] and then affects an already unstable solution. In other
words, the Hopf bifurcations of the one-mode solution, which
coincide with those of the 1DOPO-IS, are always preceded by
other bifurcations genuine of the 2DOPO-IS, and then play no
role in our case. This is a strong difference with the 1DOPO-IS
[34] where the Hopf bifurcations can play a role. While we
have not extended this analytical proof to arbitrary values of
ϕi , we have convinced ourselves, through a numerical study,
that its validity is general: The only bifurcations affecting the
one-mode solution are the turning point bifurcation TP1 and
the pitchfork bifurcation PB that gives rise to the switch on of
the mode Hy (r). In Fig. 2 we exemplify these results for two
sets of parameters.

B. The two-mode solution

Next we consider the case βy = 0, which is genuine of
the present 2DOPO model. After simple but tricky algebra
one finds β0 = − exp(2iϕi ) (the intracavity pump intensity
|β0 |2 = 1 is quenched as usual in OPOs after a bifurcation is
crossed),
ϕy = ϕi ±

π
,
2

tan(ϕx − ϕi ) = −

4σ
sin(2ϕi ),
Ii

(24)

with the constraint (ϕx − ϕi ) ∈ [− π2 , π2 ], and
4σ 2
Ii
+
sin2 2ϕi ,
4
Ii

(25a)

4σ 2
Ii
−
sin2 2ϕi − 2[1 + σ cos 2ϕi ].
4
Ii

(25b)

Ix =
Iy =

Note that the phase of the mode Hy (r), ϕy , can take any of
two opposite values (this residual discrete symmetry survives
even with the injection of the TEM10 mode) [see (24)]; in other
words, the sign of βy can be either, as usual in DOPOs above
threshold.
For this solution to exist Iy must be a positive real [Ix > 0
always, see (25a)]. From (25b) the condition Iy > 0 is seen
to be equivalent to Ix > IxPB or, alternatively, Ii > IiPB , as
expected: at the pitchfork bifurcation the two-mode solution
is born.
In Fig. 3 we show the dependence on ϕi of IiPB for
several values of σ . In the absence of pump, (σ = 0) IiPB is
independent of the injection’s phase ϕi as no reference phase
exists in this case. For σ = 0 the threshold has a maximum
in the case of amplification (ϕi = 0) and a minimum in the
case of attenuation (ϕi = π/2). Interestingly, this minimum is
zero when pumping is above the 2DOPO threshold (σ > 1).
These results are actually quite intuitive: In the attenuation
case, ϕi = π/2, the injected mode Hx (r) is depleted as it has
the “wrong” phase, a fact that makes easier the amplification
of the orthogonal mode Hy (r), while the amplification case
ϕi = 0 is obviously detrimental for mode Hy (r) as mode Hx (r)
is being amplified.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) IiPB as a function of the injected field
phase ϕ for the indicated values of σ . Above this value of the injected
intensity the noninjected TEM01 mode is switched on. Note that for
σ > 1 and ϕ = π/2 there is no threshold for the generation of the
TEM01 mode.

This two-mode solution does not correspond to a HG mode
as it consists of the superposition of two orthogonal HG modes
with different amplitudes and phases. Curiously, in the special
case ϕi = π/2
√ and σ = 1, Eqs. (III B) imply that βx = ±iβy ,
with βx = 12 Ii eiϕi . This is also true for any ϕi value for
sufficiently strong injection Ii . This means that in these cases
the emitted mode is a pure LG mode with +1 or −1 OAM [see
Eqs. (4)], which is a somewhat unexpected result.
As for the linear stability analysis of this two-mode
solution one gets a sixth-order characteristic polynomial for
the eigenvalue λ from which no conclusions can be drawn in
general. However, in the special cases ϕi = 0 and ϕi = π/2 the
polynomial gets factorized, giving rise to two cubic equations
of the form 0 = P1,2 (λ), with
κ
κ
P1 (λ) = λ3 + (κ + 2)λ2 + (Ii ∓ 4σ )λ + Ii , (26)
2
2
and P2 (λ) = P1 (λ) ∓ 4κ(σ + 1), where the upper (lower)
signs of the polynomials correspond to the case ϕi = 0
(ϕi = π/2). It is now easy to demonstrate that all eigenvalues
have a negative real part when Ii > IiPB : By taking λ = i
in the above polynomials one obtains the frequency at the
bifurcations (if any) and the values of the injected signal
strength Ii leading to instabilities. It is easy to see that these
bifurcations occur for Ii < IiPB (where the solution does not
exist), and hence the two-mode solution is stable within its
whole domain of existence. Through a numerical study of the
characteristic polynomials for arbitrary injection phase ϕi we
have convinced ourselves that this conclusion holds always.
C. Summary

In order to have a global picture of the steady states and their
stability, which is necessary in order to perform the quantum
analysis, we summarize the general results obtained up to now.
After all, the picture is very simple.
On one hand, the one-mode solution [with mode Hy (r) off]
is stable from the null injection point Ii = 0 till the pitchfork
bifurcation point at Ii = IiPB . For σ < 1 this comprises the
single branch existing between these points (Fig. 1), while for
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σ > 1 the stable domain extends from the turning point TP1
along the upper branch till the pitchfork bifurcation point PB
(Fig. 1). No other instabilities affect this solution. On the other
hand, the two-mode solution is born at the pitchfork bifurcation
point Ii = IiPB and is stable for any injection intensity Ii >
IiPB .
IV. QUANTUM SQUEEZING PROPERTIES

In this section we study the squeezing properties of the
system. We define a general quadrature corresponding to mode
m = 0,x,y as
θ
†
X̂m
= e−iθ âm + eiθ âm
,

(27)

where θ is an arbitrary phase. What is measured in a
typical squeezing (balanced homodyne detection) experiment
is the noise spectrum of this quadrature out of the cavity,
θ
V out (ω; X̂m
), where ω is the so-called noise frequency (not an
optical frequency). This noise spectrum can be computed as


θ
V out ω; X̂m
= 1 + Smθ (ω),

(28)

where the 1 marks the shot noise level, and the squeezing
spectrum Smθ (ω) is given, in the positive P representation (see
[22] for details), by
Smθ (ω) =

2
(κδm,0 + δm,x + δm,y )
g2
 +∞


dτ  δxmθ (τ )δxmθ (τ + τ  ) P e−iωτ ,
×

(29)

−∞

where δxmθ = xmθ − xmθ P , ·P is a stochastic average following the Langevin equations (15), and
xmθ

=e

−iθ

βm + e

iθ

βm+

(30)

is a “normalized quadrature” [see (27)]. In order to arrive
at (29) we have taken into account the normalizations (12) and
the definitions (14) (see [22]).
θ
For coherent (or vacuum) fields V out (ω; X̂m
) = 1 for all ω
out
θ
(standard quantum limit), while if V (ω; X̂m ) < 1 for some ω
the considered field quadrature is said to be squeezed (displays
θ
less fluctuations than the vacuum). Finally V out (ω; X̂m
)=0
denotes the complete absence of fluctuations (perfect squeezθ
at noise frequency ω.
ing) in quadrature X̂m
In the following we concentrate on the quantum fluctuations
of mode Hy (r), which is genuine of the model we are studying,
and we do it below its generation threshold, that is, when
the classical steady state is the one-mode solution. This is
the more interesting case as nice squeezing properties are
expected at bifurcation points and we have seen that the
only bifurcations affecting the one-mode solution are those
associated with field Hy (r). Fluctuations in other variables
can be studied following the next lines, although none of
them exhibit outstanding features. Hence, we consider in the
following the noise spectrum V out (ω; X̂yθ ) = 1 + Syθ (ω), with
2
Syθ (ω) = 2
g



+∞
−∞






dτ δxyθ (τ )δxyθ (τ + τ  ) P e−iωτ .

(31)

A. The linearized quantum equations in the case
of the one-mode solution

As the noise-coupling parameter g in Eqs. (13) is tiny (g ∼
10−6 under typical experimental conditions [22]), fluctuations
around the steady states will be small and a linearized treatment
is in order (see, however, [26,27] for remarks). Accordingly,
we write βm = β̄m + bm , where the overbar indicates steady
state and bm is a small fluctuation. Then Eqs. (13) can be
written, after linearizing in the b’s and considering the onemode solution (β̄y = 0), as

ḃ0x = L0x b0x + g I0 ζ0x (t),
(32a)

(32b)
ḃy = Ly by + g I0 ζy (t),
where b0x = col(b0 ,b0+ ,bx ,bx+ ), by = col(by ,by+ ),
⎞
⎛
−κ
0 −κ β̄x
0
∗
0
−κ β̄x ⎟
⎜ 0 −κ
,
L0x = ⎝ ∗
0
−1
β̄0 ⎠
β̄x
0
β̄x
−1
β̄0∗


−1 β̄0
Ly =
,
β̄0∗ −1
and the noise vectors read


ζ0x = col 0,0,eiϕ0 /2 ζx ,e−iϕ0 /2 ζx+ ,


ζy = col eiϕ0 /2 ζy ,e−iϕ0 /2 ζy+ .

(33a)

(33b)

(34a)
(34b)

The procedure we follow below is the same we have used
elsewhere [17,21,22,28,29]: We project quantum fluctuations
onto the eigenvectors of matrix Ly , as these projections are,
up to a constant factor, the relevant quadratures of the output
modes (those that are maximally squeezed or antisqueezed).
B. Squeezing properties of the one-mode solution

The eigensystem of matrix Ly (Ly · wi = λi wi ) comprises
the eigenvalues λ1,2 given in (21) and the associated eigenvectors
√
w1,2 = (eiϕ0 /2 , ∓ e−iϕ0 /2 )/ 2,
(35)
(j )

with ϕ0 given by Eq. (19b). Defining the projections cy =
w∗j · by , we obtain the following decoupled equations:

ċy(j ) = λj cy(j ) + g I0 ζy(j ) (t),
(36)
where we defined √
the standard real white Gaussian noises
ζy(1,2) = (ζy ∓ ζy+ )/ 2. It is then trivial to obtain [see (30)]
√
√
xyϕ0 /2 = 2cy(2) , xyϕ0 /2+π/2 = −i 2cy(1) .
(37)
After integration of (36) and substitution into (31) (see [22]
for details), we obtain
√


4 I0
out
ϕ0 /2
ω; X̂y
=1+
V
,
(38a)
√
(1 − I0 )2 + ω2
√


4 I0
. (38b)
V out ω; X̂yϕ0 /2+π/2 = 1 −
√ 2
(1 + I0 ) + ω2
The only quadrature that can be perfectly squeezed
ϕ /2+π/2
(V out =0) is Xy 0
at ω = 0 when I0 = 1 (quadrature
ϕ0 /2
Xy exhibits antisqueezing). According to (19) and (17), this
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison between the optimum squeez2DOPO
(black lines, left vertical axis),
ing levels of the 2DOPO-IS, Vopt
1DOPO
(blue lines, right vertical
and that of the 1DOPO-IS [50], Vopt
axis), as a function of the injected intensity Ii . We took ϕi = 80o and
two values of σ : σ = 1 (solid lines) and σ = 0.99 (dashed lines).

FIG. 4. (Color online) Dependence of the optimal noise spectrum
2DOPO
[Eq. (38b)] on the injected intensity Ii for the four values of
Vopt
the injection phase ϕi indicated in each figure. For each of ϕi , three
values of σ have been plotted, namely, σ = 1 (black), 1.5 (blue), and
2 (red), which correspond to the upper, middle, and lower curves at
the left of the maxima, respectively. Notice the different scales in
each figure.

happens only in two cases: either at the turning point TP1
(Ii = 0, no injection, where there exists perfect squeezing
because of the rotational symmetry breaking occurring in
the 2DOPO [21,22] at any σ > 1), or when Ii = IiPB , which
corresponds to the pitchfork bifurcation where mode Hy (r) is
switched on. Figure 4 shows the dependence on the injected
2DOPO
≡ V out (ω =
intensity Ii of the optimal squeezing level Vopt
ϕ /2+π/2

0; X̂y 0
) [see Eq. (38b)] for several values of the pump
level σ and the injection phase ϕi .
In terms of the injection’s external power [see (16), (14),
and the Appendix], the injection intensity parameter Ii reads
χ 2 |Es |2
Ps
=2
,
Ii =
3
γs γp
Pp,thr

(39)

where Pp,thr is the usual DOPO threshold pump power, that is,
the pump power needed for making the signal field oscillate
when no injection is used (Ii = 0), which can be found
from (A3) with |Ep,thr |2 = (γs γp /χ )2 as follows from the
threshold condition σ = 1; Ps is the actual injection power.
In usual experiments, where the injected seed is used for
active locking purposes, Ps is a small fraction of the pump
power Pp (say 0.001–0.1) and that is the reason why we
show a zoom of the region Ii ∈ [0,0.2] in Fig. 4(a) (the
enlargement is representative of what happens in the rest of
cases represented in Fig. 4). It is remarkable the very small
squeezing degradation that the injected field induces in the
2DOPO-IS model, specially close to attenuation (ϕi = π/2).
A relevant issue is how this squeezing level compares with
the usual 1DOPO-IS [50]. This is shown in Fig. 5, where
we represent the optimal squeezing level in both cases. That
1DOPO
of the 1DOPO-IS, Vopt
, is shown in the limit κ → ∞,

which is a common limit from the experimental viewpoint and
2DOPO
yields its best noise reduction (the 2DOPO-IS level, Vopt
,
does not depend on κ). As compared with the usual 1DOPOIS we observe that the squeezing level of the 2DOPO-IS is
quite insensitive on the injection (note the different scales
for both quantities). As well as that, by increasing Ii from
zero, the squeezing first degrades but, in the 2DOPO-IS, it
improves again unlike the 1DOPO-IS case. We want to stress
that the squeezing level in a 1DOPO-IS is highly sensitive to
the pumping level σ (only very close to σ = 1 the squeezing is
high), while in the case of the 2DOPO-IS large squeezing levels
can be found for any σ . This phenomenon is directly related
to the rotational symmetry breaking which is the origin of the
perfect, noncritical squeezing occurring for any σ > 1 for null
injection. We can conclude that adding a small injection to a
2DOPO could be useful to improve the levels of squeezing
available with 1DOPOs.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a 2DOPO with an injected TEM10 mode at
the signal frequency. The main motivation for this study was to
determine up to what extent a smooth breaking of the rotational
symmetry of the system could help in the observation of
the phenomenon of squeezing due to spontaneous rotational
symmetry breaking [21,22]. We have shown that the injection
degrades the squeezing level of the TEM01 mode only slightly
in a wide parameter region, as for some injection threshold a
new bifurcation leading to the generation of this noninjected
mode appears in the system. Moreover, we have shown that
the noise reduction performance of this system improves that
of the single-mode DOPO with injected signal [34,41].
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APPENDIX A: THE INJECTION PARAMETERS

Here we relate the injection model parameters Ep and Es
to physical parameters. According to Eqs. (10) Ep and Es
are proportional to the intracavity fields α0 and αx when
the interaction is switched off (χ = 0), in which case the
equations become α̇m = Em − γm αm , whose long time solution
is αm = Em /γm . This intracavity field amplitude corresponds
to an actual electric field given by (5), (6a), and (6b), that is,

h̄ωm Em
Mm (r)e−iωm t + c.c.,
(A1)
Em = i
ε0 nL γm
where Mm (r) represents the mode shape [G(r) for m = 0, or
Hx,y (r) for m = x,y]. This intracavity field is the consequence
of the injection of an external field that, in terms of its power
Pm , can be written as

Pm
Emext = i
(A2)
Mm (r)e−iωm t + c.c.
2ε0 c
On the other hand, the intracavity field due to Emext is
tm
easily computed as Em = 1−r
Emext (interferometer relation),
m

where tm and rm = 1 − tm2 are the (Fresnel) transmission
and reflection coefficients of the (assumed) unique coupling
mirror, respectively. As the latter expression for Em and (A1)
must coincide by definition, this fixes a relation between the
parameter Em and the actual external injected power Pm . In
the limit tm2 → 0 (low-transmission coupling mirror, implicitly
assumed in all the theory), one finds
nγm
Pm ,
(A3)
|Em |2 =
h̄ωm
where γm = ctm2 /2L.
APPENDIX B: INFLUENCE OF OTHER MODES

In this appendix we analyze the classical solutions to a
general 2DOPO-IS when all cavity modes are considered as
possibly excited by the parametric interaction. Our goal is to
show that, as long as the Hx,y (r) frequency-degenerate modes
are the ones with the lowest threshold, no other mode will
oscillate when injecting the Hx (r) mode considered in this
article.
Then, apart from the modes G0 (r) and Hx,y (r) we have
considered so far, we consider here as well all the LG modes
Lq (r) around the injected frequency ω0 , characterized by a
multi-index q containing the longitudinal (principal) index, a
radial index, and an OAM index. The Hamiltonian in this case
is a straightforward extension of (9), namely,



†
(B1)
Ĥ = ih̄ Ep â0 + Es âx† + 12 χ a0 âx†2 + ây†2


†
χq a0 âq† âq + H.c.,
+
(B2)
q
†

where âq represents the boson creation operator of the LG
q denotes the mode
cavity mode Lq (r), and the subscript 
complementary to that one in the sense that the down† †
conversion terms a0 âq âq conserve both energy and OAM. We
use the LG basis for these extra modes (instead of the HG basis

we use for the injected mode family) for the sake of simplicity.
Note that we have ignored detunings for these extra modes
(that actually would be detrimental for their switch on). The
rest of symbols keep their meanings.
The classical dynamic equations corresponding to (B1)
read
 

α̇0 = Ep − γp α0 − 12 χ αx2 + αy2 − q χq αq αq (B3a)
α̇x = Es − γs αx + χ α0 αx∗ ,
α̇y = −γs αy + χ α0 αy∗ ,

(B3b)
(B3c)

α̇q = −γq αq + χq α0 αq∗ ,

(B3d)

χq α0 αq∗ .

(B3e)

α̇q = −γq αq +

Let us first analyze the noninjected (Es = 0) OPO threshold.
A straightforward linear stability analysis of the steady-state
solution where all subharmonic modes are off shows that
the threshold for modes Hx,y (r) occurs at Ep = γp γs /χ ≡
E th , while that for the couple Lq (r)–Lq (r) occurs at Ep =
√
γp γq γq /χq ≡ Eqth . In this paper we assume that the OPO
configuration is such that the first threshold is the lowest one,
that is,
E th < Eqth .

(B4)

In this free-running OPO configuration the situation is simple:
Once the external pump amplitude Ep crosses the lowest
threshold E th , the corresponding pair of modes starts oscillating and the intracavity pump amplitude α0 gets frozen at
its threshold value α0 = γs /χ . As this quantity is the one that
governs the stability of any other couple of modes, the rest of
the (nonoscillating) modes are off forever; this was explicitly
proved in [17].
Our concern is whether some couple of modes Lq (r)–Lq (r)
can start oscillating when signal injection is considered,
which would invalidate our previous analysis. The question is
pertinent as, unlike the free-running OPO, when introducing
injection at the subharmonic the intracavity pump amplitude
α0 is only constant above the pitchfork bifurcation studied in
Sec. III. The question can be set in mathematical terms by
considering Eqs. (B3) linearized around the solution in which
all the modes are off except the injected one Hx (r) (and the
pump mode, obviously).
Under these conditions, the equations for the Hy (r) mode
are decoupled from the rest of the modes. In particular, defining
the vector y = col(αy ,αy∗ ), these can be written as the linear
system ẏ = Ly y, with


−γs χ ᾱ0
,
(B5)
Ly =
χ ᾱ0∗ −γs
where ᾱ0 is the steady-state value of the intracavity pump
amplitude. The solution of this linear system has the form
y(t) = c+ eλ+ t v+ + c− eλ− t v− , where λ± are eigenvalues of Ly
and v± are their associated eigenvectors. Simple algebra leads
to λ± = −2γs ± 2χ |ᾱ0 |. As long as λ± < 0, the fluctuations of
the mode Hy (r) are damped, and therefore this mode remains
off. The λ+ = 0 point leads then to the instability by which
the mode Hy (r) is switched on, as for λ+ > 0 its fluctuations
tend to grow, eventually leading to a nonzero value of αy in the
steady state. This point is reached when the intracavity pump
amplitude arrives to the value |ᾱ0 | = γs /χ , or in terms of the
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whose solution is again of the form q(t) = b+ eν+ t w+ +
b− eν− t w− , ν± and w± being the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of Lq , respectively. Simple algebra leads to ν± = −(γq +


γq ) ± (γq − γq )2 + 4χq2 |ᾱ0 |2 ; similar to the analysis of the
Hy (r) mode, the instability leading to the switching on of the
modes Lq (r)–Lq (r) is reached at ν+ = 0, or alternatively when
√
the pump amplitude reaches the value |ᾱ0 | = γq γq /χq . In
terms of the scaled amplitude β0 (12) and the thresholds, this
condition can be rewritten as |β̄0 | = Eqth /E th > 1 [see (B4)],
which can never be satisfied because once the intracavity
pump amplitude reaches the value |β̄0 | = 1, the Hy (r) mode
starts oscillating, and β0 gets frozen to that value, as already
discussed. Hence, |β̄0 | = 1 is an upper bound to the intracavity
pump amplitude, which means that ν± < 0 is always satisfied
and the pairs Lq (r)–Lq (r) can never be excited.
We therefore conclude that the three-mode model we have
worked with is correct as long as the OPO is designed in such
a way that Hx,y (r) are the lowest threshold modes.
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